


Georgia

Our grand Georgian models set new standards for wood burning quality, performance, beauty 
and perhaps most notably, scale.  Available with standard refractory brick panels, they’re the 
only manufactured fireplace that offers a true, masonry appearance, with enormous opening 
dimensions and a clean face design with no visible interior sheet metal...  plus lots of other 
beautiful new features homeowners will love!

Georgians boast enormous opening dimensions and clean face masonry design with no visible
smoke shelf or other steel components.  They feature the industry’s finest, most realistic
textured refractory brick liner and a convenient ash dump in the hearth floor.   

Georgians come standard fully insulated and vent with our 12" double wall pipe for trouble free
operation and maximum heat output in any climate or conditions.  The gas log ready feature
allows homeowners to add Fmi gas log sets with all gas connections and controls hidden out
of sight.  You see only the beautiful flame, premium gas logs and ember bed, even if you
include a remote control option.   

True hand crafted masonry firebox look and performance at a fraction of the cost and 
installation time.  Georgians are UL 127 lab tested and certified.  Our large 12" double wall pipe 
provides trouble free operation.  This means guaranteed performance to eliminate homeowner
call backs.
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Clean Face Masonry Design

Georgian models install straight and
secure every time thanks to full-length 
nailing flanges, and drywall stops.
They also feature our hidden side
screen pockets and the industry’s
finest textured refractory brick liner.

Georgian Wood Burning Fireplace Product Offering

MODEL DESCRIPTION BRICK PATTERN INSULATION

G36A 36" Smooth Face Fireplace Stacked Yes

G36HA 36" Smooth Face Fireplace Herringbone Yes

G42A 42" Smooth Face Fireplace Stacked Yes

G42HA 42" Smooth Face Fireplace Herringbone Yes

G50A 50" Smooth Face Fireplace Stacked Yes

G50HA 50" Smooth Face Fireplace Herringbone Yes

GCAT50A 50" Smooth Face PureFire Fireplace Stacked Yes

GCAT50HA 50" Smooth Face PureFire Fireplace Herringbone Yes

Firebox Dimensions

36" 42" 50"

A 36" 42" 50"

B 45" 51" 59"

C 29 1/8" 30 1/2" 38 1/2"

D 26 1/2" 29" 29"

X 30" 30" 30"

Y 49" 49" 49"

Z 66 1/4" 67" 67"

Accessory Offering Summary

•   Extruded Aluminum Bi-Fold Glass Doors 
(Black, Brushed Brass & Platinum)

•  Outside Air Kits

•  Gas Log Kits and Accessories

G42 fireplace with
stacked brick in warm red.

ANSI UL 127 Certified


